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INTRODUCTION

C
ollagen is a major matrix protein of skin, bone, ten-

don, and other tissues. It is a heterotrimer composed

of two a1(I) chains and one a2(I) chain. Each chain

has a pitch of 9.5 Å with nearly three residues per

turn and a left-handed twist within a right-handed

triple helix for a monomeric collagen. The characteristic

structural motif of collagen is a triple helix with 338 repeat-

ing units of Gly-X-Y in the helical portion of each chain

where Gly is positioned at every third residue, which is

believed to be essential for close packing of the chains near

the central axis.1–3 Proline is the most commonly found resi-

due in the repeating units. Proline in the Y position is often

post-translationally hydroxylated by prolyl hydroxylase, and

the 4-hydroxyproline (Hyp) provides the triple helix with

greater thermal stability than proline.4 This high content of

Pro and Hyp is necessary to stabilize individual polyproline

II-like helices. The most common triplet in collagen, Gly-

Pro-Hyp, is approximately 10% of the total sequence.5

Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI),6 a generalized hereditable

disorder of connective tissue leading to fragile bones and sus-
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ABSTRACT:

Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to

calculate free energy differences between the folded and

unfolded states of wild type and mutant collagen model

peptides. The calculated stability of the collagen models

was compared with the severity of osteogenesis imperfecta.

Free energy differences of Gly? Xaa (Xaa: Ser, Cys, Glu,

and Asp) mutations between the wild type and the

mutants at position 15 of the model peptide were 3.8, 4.2,

5.6, and 8.8 kcal/mol, respectively. The corresponding free

energy differences of a second Gly mutation at the same

position in different chains were, on average, 1.3, 1.5, 2.9,

and 5.4 kcal/mol, respectively. Free energy simulations

were also performed to estimate the relative stability

between an oxidized form and a reduced form of the

mutants containing two Cys residues, which indicated that

the mutant of the collagen-like peptide containing an

intramolecular disulfide bond was more stable than the

mutant containing one Cys residue but less stable than the

wild type. The calculated free energy differences between

an oxidized and a reduced form of the mutants containing

two Cys residues are 0.8 and 2.6 kcal/mol for the disulfide

bonds between Chains A and B and between Chains A and

C, respectively. # 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Biopolymers

95: 182–193, 2011.
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ceptibility to fracture,7–9 is mainly caused by mutations of the

Gly residue in the triple helix repeat of (Gly-X-Y)n in human

Type I collagen, although deletions, insertions, and splicing

defects can also lead to the disease. The majority of deletions,

insertions, and splicing anomalies that change the triple helical

domain of a1(I) or a2(I) chains causes lethal phenotypes.

However, the common Gly substitutions in Gly-X-Y triplets of

the helix produce heterogeneous disorder with phenotypes

that range from prenatally lethal to mild.7 One-third of the

Gly mutations in a1(I) are lethal when the substituting resi-

dues are charged or have a branched side chain.7 Single point

mutations of collagen result in the change of Gly to Ala, Cys,

Ser, Val, Glu, Arg, and Asp. These mutations occur all over the

range of the a1(I) and a2(I) chains and show varied clinical

severity. Severity of OI depends on the identity of the mutated

amino acids, the position of the mutation sites, the environ-

ment of the residues adjacent to the mutation site, and the

level of expression of the mutant allele.10–12 Statistical analysis

indicates that Asp is consistently lethal; Glu, Val, and Arg are

lethal unless the mutation sites are near the N-terminus; and

Ala, Ser, and Cys are lethal or nonlethal all along the chains.13

A composite model was designed for clinical lethality

caused by Gly mutations in the a1(I) chain of collagen.14 The

lethality of OI was predicted by a computational method

based on physicochemical properties of individual residues

surrounding the mutation site.15 Calculation of relative sta-

bility and experimental work with model peptides indicated

that mutations within a very stable and robust local environ-

ment resulted in a more severe clinical effect.11,16 The relative

free energy of unfolding for collagen-like molecules for

mutation from Gly to Ala was previously calculated to inves-

tigate the energetic and structural effects of a single point

mutation of collagen.17 Their simulation results indicated

that each Gly mutation did not contribute equally to the free

energy change difference, and the sum of the three calculated

mutations at each chain was in agreement with the experi-

mental value.17 The simulated results demonstrated that

interchain hydrogen bonding was significantly affected by

variations of mutated amino acids.

Stabilities of the collagen model peptides previously inves-

tigated using a host–guest triple-helical peptide demon-

strated that the destabilizing effect caused by the substitution

for Gly correlated with the severity of OI mutation in the a1
chain of Type I collagen.18 However, the Gly substitutions in

their studies on the homotrimer peptide systems caused the

destabilizing effects to be exaggerated owing to three Gly

replacements rather than one or two mutations. With the

homotrimeric model peptides, the destabilizing effects on

heterozygous or homozygous mutants cannot be investi-

gated. Moreover, because of the difficulty of synthesizing het-

erotrimeric triple helix, only a few heterotrimer collagen

model peptides have been synthesized.19–21 In natural OI

mutations, one or two Gly residues are mutated in the a1(I)
chain of Type I collagen because collagen is composed of two

a1(I) and one a2(I) chains. Free energy simulations can be

designed to overcome these difficulties. Furthermore, the

total free energy changes can be separated into contributions

from each term in potential energy function and each part of

the system, enabling us to analyze in detail the destabilizing

effect caused by Gly mutations, which cannot be obtained

from the experiments.

To understand the relationship between the thermal sta-

bility of collagens with the severity of OI we have carried out

free energy simulations mutating Gly to Asp as a severe phe-

notype, to Glu as a moderate one, and to Cys and Ser as mild

cases. Free energy simulations for the first and second Gly ?
Xaa mutations (Xaa: Asp, Glu, Cys, and Ser) were performed

to estimate free energy differences between the wild type and

heterozygous and homozygous collagen mutants, respec-

tively. The simulation results were used to compare free

energy differences between a wild type and its mutants with

severity of the OI from statistical analysis. Furthermore, the

free energy difference between an oxidized form and a

reduced form of the mutant containing two Cys residues has

been calculated to investigate the effect of the disulfide bond

and to quantify the relative energetic difference of the mutant

with a disulfide bond relative to the mutants containing a

Cys or two reduced Cys and the wild type. Our goal was to

provide insight into the microscopic mechanism of collagen’s

mutations by analyzing predicted changes in thermal stability

between the wild type and mutants containing Asp, Cys, Glu,

and Ser, related to OI. These calculated results provide a bet-

ter understanding of the details of free energy differences of

the collagens caused by a single point mutation and suggest a

qualitative correlation between collagen thermal stability and

severity of the OI. We believe that the simulation results and

methods can be used to help predict the severity of unknown

mutations in collagen-related diseases.

METHODS
The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been carried out

using the molecular simulation program CHARMM22 Version 35 and

the CHARMM22 all-atom topology and parameters23 except the pa-

rameters of 4-hydroxyproline (Hyp, O), which were transferred from

Ser and Thr amino acids in the CHARMM protein force field. All

hydrogen atoms were explicitly included, and an atom-based 12.0 Å

nonbonded cutoff distance was used with a switching function

between 10.0 and 12.0 Å for van der Waals terms and a shift function

at 12.0 Å for electrostatics in all energy evaluations. The Verlet algo-

rithm was used with a 1-fs time step in the MD simulations.
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Relative Free Energy Differences Between the Wild

Type and the Mutants (Containing Cys, Ser, Asp, and

Glu) by Single Point Mutations
We have carried out MD simulations of the mutations from Gly to

Asp, Glu, Cys, and Ser at position 15 of a 27-residue collagen model

peptide for the folded state and at position 3 of a five-residue pep-

tide for the unfolded state. The central Gly of the peptide was

mutated because the middle part has better structural integrity of

triple-helix than the termini of the peptide do. Both peptide systems

for the folded and unfolded state were acetylated at N-terminus and

amidated at C-terminus. The initial coordinate set for the folded

collagen system was obtained from a crystal structure (PDB code:

1CGD) from protein data bank.24 The structure of the system is

shown in Figure 1. Hydrogens for the folded systems were added by

using the CHARMM program.22 After a TIP3P25 water sphere of 16

Å radius centered at the mutated residue Gly 15 Ca was overlaid and

solvent overlapping the solute was deleted, the systems contained

the part of the proteins (Chain A: O11G12P13O14G15P16O17G18P19,

Chain B: P13O14G15P16O17G18P19O20G21, and Chain C:

G12P13O14G15P16O17G18P19O20) and 443 TIP3P waters for the simu-

lations of the first Gly mutations and the same part of the protein

and on average 436 TIP3P waters for the second Gly mutations. The

initial coordinates of the unfolded system were modeled as a mono-

meric five-residue peptide obtained by truncating the folded struc-

ture in an extended conformation. After overlay of a TIP3P water

sphere of 16 Å radius centered at the Gly Ca and deletion of solvent

overlapping the solute, the unfolded peptide system consisted of five

residues and 545 water molecules.

Each system was energy minimized by 1000 steps of the adopted

basis Newton–Raphson optimization algorithm.22 All MD simula-

tions were carried out by using the stochastic boundary MD (SBMD)

method.26 The spherical dynamics reaction region from the energy-

minimized structure with a radius of 14 Å centered on the Ca atom

of a mutating residue from the energy-minimized structure was used.

In this reaction region, all atoms performed Newtonian dynamics

under the CHARMM force field. The dynamics region was sur-

rounded by a 2-Å buffer region in which atoms carried out Langevin

dynamics with a friction coefficient of 200 ps21.27 Water molecules

were restrained to stay within 16 Å of the system center by a spherical

mean-field potential.26 The structure of collagen-like peptide and par-

tially solvated collagen-like peptide structure with water molecules

for the simulation are shown in Figure 1.

DDGcalc ð1stmutationÞ ¼ DGmutðIÞ
fol � DGmut

unfol

DDGcalc ð2ndmutationÞ ¼ DGmutðIIÞ
fol � DGmut

unfol

DDGcalc ð1st and 2ndmutationsÞ ¼ DGmutðIÞ
fol þ DGmutðIIÞ

fol � 2DGmut
unfol

DDGexpt ¼ DGwt
u � DGmut

u

DðDGÞ ¼ DGmutðIÞ
fol þ DGmutðIIÞ

fol � 2DGmut
unfol ¼ DGwt

u � DGmut
u

ð1Þ

DG ¼
Z 1

0

hDU ikdk �
X
i

hDUikiDki ð2Þ

DU ¼ U1 � U0

DG ¼
Z 1

0

hDUself þ DUintikdk ¼ DGself þ DGint ð3Þ

The simulation results are related to the experimental measure-

ments in the thermodynamic cycle in Eq. (1) (Figure 2). Because the

mutation processes of the collagens at the folded and unfolded state

are not chemically balanced, physically meaningful results are

obtained by calculating D(DG) values. The thermodynamic win-

dowing method was used for the free energy simulations. The ther-

modynamic properties were calculated in the coupling parameter

approach27–30 using a hybrid potential energy function given by

U(k) 5 (1 2 k)UGly 1 kUXaa 5 UGly 1 kDU, where UGly corre-

sponds to system with a Gly residue, UXaa corresponds to the same

system with a mutated residue (Xaa 5 Asp, Glu, Cys, and Ser) at

FIGURE 1 The crystal structure of the 27-residue collagen-like

triple-helical peptide, [Ac-(POG)9-NH2]3, for the folded state (PDB

code: 1CGD) shown as a space-filling model (top) and the peptide

solvated with a water sphere of radius 16 Å centered at Ca atom of

Gly 15 shown as a ball and stick model (bottom).25

FIGURE 2 Thermodynamic cycle used to calculate free energy

differences of the first and second Gly ? Xaa mutations at folded

and unfolded state. The calculation (DGmut
unfol) at the unfolded state

was determined once and used for each Gly mutation.
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the same position, and DU 5 UXaa 2 UGly. The coupling parameter

k defines the progress of the mutation with UGly for the initial state

(k 5 0) and UXaa for the final state (k 5 1). The simulations were

carried out at five values of k (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9). After the

solvent overlay and deletion of solvents overlapping the solute, sol-

vent only was equilibrated for 100 ps with the peptide model con-

strained. This was followed by a 200 ps system equilibration and 1

ns MD trajectory generation for each window at k 5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,

0.7, and 0.9. Starting at the end of this trajectory, we additionally

performed a simulation of the reverse mutation. Based on these two

trajectories the free energy differences of the mutations for forward

(k 5 0 ? 1) and reverse (k 5 1 ? 0) direction were calculated, and

the average values of the two simulations were reported. In each

case, the free energy difference DG between the initial (k 5 0) and

final (k 5 1) states was calculated by the thermodynamic integra-

tion method in Eq. (2).27 A thermodynamic cycle was used to esti-

mate the free energy change because of the first and second Gly ?
Xaa mutations (Figure 2). Because of linearity of the U(k), the total
free energy differences were separated into each contribution from

different parts of the system such as the model peptide and the sol-

vent and from the different terms in potential energy function such

as covalent or noncovalent (electrostatic or van del Waals) interac-

tions in Eq. (3). The free energy change of the folded-state model

for the second Gly mutation was calculated in two different chains

because of different chemical environment and geometry of each

mutation site. The first mutation was carried out in Chain A and

the second mutation both in Chains B and C. Based on the two tra-

jectories generated for each mutation, we estimated the hysteresis,

the difference between the magnitudes of free energy change in the

forward and reverse directions. The calculations were performed

with the computer program CHARMM, which includes a free

energy module and the SBMD methodology.26 The average temper-

ature was 299 K for the forward and reverse simulations at the

folded and unfolded states. One nanosecond of SBMD of the sys-

tems required about 20 h of central processing unit time on the dual

Quad-core Intel Xeon cluster.

Relative Free Energy Difference Between an Oxidized

Form and a Reduced Form of Mutants Containing

Two Cys Residues
We have also carried out MD simulations to calculate the free

energy difference between an oxidized form and a reduced form of

the mutants containing two Cys residues. The oxidized form for the

mutants contains a disulfide bond between two Cys residues at posi-

tion 15 of a 27-residue collagen model peptide for the folded state.

The initial structure of the unfolded peptide model was composed

of two three-residue fragments (OCOxiP) (COxi: an oxidized form of

a Cys residue) connected by a disulfide bond. The unfolded peptide

model was truncated and in an extended conformation. The oxi-

dized form for the unfolded state contains a disulfide bond at posi-

tion 2 of two three-residue peptides. The oxidized and reduced

forms of the mutants are acetylated at N-terminus and amidated at

C-terminus. The Cys-S-S-Cys ? 2 Cys-SH mutations were intro-

duced in the folded and unfolded systems. After overlay of a TIP3P

water sphere of 23 Å radius centered at the Cys 15 Cb and deletion

of solvent overlapping the solute, the unfolded peptide system con-

sisted of six residues and 1641 water molecules. For the folded colla-

gen systems, the initial coordinates were obtained from a crystal

structure (PDB code: 1CGD).24 Hydrogen atom positions for the

folded systems were built in by using the CHARMM program. After

overlay of a TIP3P water sphere of 23 Å radius centered at the

mutated residue Cb and deletion of solvent overlapping the solute,

the folded system contained 1484 water molecules, with the protein

part: Chain A: O8G9P10O11G12P13O14X15P16O17G18P19O20G21P22,

Chain B: P10O11G12P13O14X15P16O17G18P19O20G21P22O23G24, and

Chain C: G9P10O11G12P13O14X15P16O17G18P19O20G21P22O23.

Two model peptide systems were prepared. One model peptide has

a disulfide bond between Chain A and Chain B, where X’s are Cysoxi
in Chains A and B and Gly in Chain C (Cysoxi is an oxidized form of a

Cys residue). The other model has a disulfide bond between Chain

and C, where X’s are Cysoxi in Chain A and C and Gly in Chain B.

The system was minimized and simulated with SBMD in the

same way as the free energy simulations for a single residue muta-

tion previously mentioned. The thermodynamic cycle (Figure 3)

was used to estimate the stability difference between an oxidized

and a reduced form of the mutant by calculating free energy differ-

ences of chemical mutations at the folded and unfolded states (DDG
5 DGmut

fol 2 DGmut
unfol). The thermodynamic properties were also cal-

culated in the coupling parameter approach27–30 using a hybrid

potential energy function given by U(k) 5 (1 2 k)UOxi 1 kURed 5
UOxi 1 kDU, where UOxi corresponds to the mutated system with a

pair of oxidized residues forming a disulfide bond, URed corre-

sponds to the same system with a pair of reduced residues at the

same position, and DU 5 URed 2 UOxi (UOxi for the initial state (k
5 0) and URed for the final state (k 5 1)). The equilibration and dy-

namics at each k were carried out for 200 ps and 1 ns, respectively.

The forward and reverse simulations were performed at two differ-

ent chains containing a disulfide bond. One nanosecond of SBMD

of the systems required about 40 h of central processing unit time

on the dual Quad-core Intel Xeon cluster.

Error Analysis
The bin-average method was used to estimate the errors of the free

energy change differences for all the mutations performed in this

study. For each simulation, the data were divided into 20 contiguous

bins of equal size within each window for k 5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and

0.9. An average within each window and the variance of the sample

of the 20 averages were calculated. The errors of the overall free

energy difference changes were then evaluated by using standard

error analysis, with the reported errors corresponding to 95% confi-

dence intervals of the mean.31 The resulting statistical errors of the

free energy difference changes for all the mutations were about

0.5 kcal/mol. For each mutation, the estimated free energy changes

FIGURE 3 Thermodynamic cycle used to calculate free energy

differences between an oxidized form and a reduced form of the

mutant containing Cys residues at the folded and unfolded state.
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obtained from the separate forward and reverse trajectories agreed

within their statistical errors. This indicates that the free energy sim-

ulation results are converged.

Approximations Used
Our goal was to build a simple molecular model, based on the ex-

perimental structure, which captures the main interactions respon-

sible for collagen properties, but is computationally tractable. Thus,

our simulations involve a number of simplifications and approxi-

mations. To limit the number of simulations, we do not consider all

possible mutation patterns, but only single mutations in the center

of Chain A and second mutations in the centers of Chains B and C.

The calculated free energy changes only approximately correspond

to the quantities shown in the thermodynamic cycle in Figure 2. In

the simulations, we do not use the full 27-residue collagen triple he-

lix to represent the folded state, but only the central fragment cen-

tered at the mutation site, as described in Methods section. Analo-

gously, only a five-residue central fragment rather than the full 27-

residue peptide was used to represent the unfolded state. We hope

that any neglected long-range effects to individual free energy

changes DG will cancel in the calculations of their differences DDG.
Further, we use the SBMD method in which only part of the colla-

gen-like peptide close to the mutation site was solvated and allowed

to fluctuate, with standard nonbond cutoffs, limited explicit solva-

tion, and without including counterions. This simulation setup

does not allow any large structural changes in the collagen-like pep-

tide because of constraints. Our peptide systems were solvated in a

water sphere of a radius of 16 Å to expedite the simulations, and we

used a relatively short nonbonded cutoff distance of 14 Å. The lim-

ited solvation and use of nonbonded cutoffs do not allow for an

accurate description of long-range electrostatic effects, introducing

a bias in the calculated free energy changes. This is especially true

for mutations from neutral to charged side chains, Gly ? Glu and

Asp, for which there is a change in the total system charge and elec-

trostatic contributions are dominant. The simulations could be

improved by introducing more water, including counterions, and

use of longer nonbonded cutoffs or more accurate methods such as

multipole expansion.32 In the current setup, the simulation results

involving mutations to charged amino acids are quite approximate,

and we hope for cancellation of at least some of the neglected long-

range effects through the use of thermodynamic cycles. We used

only five simulation windows with k 5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9,

with 6.2 ns of total MD for each free energy simulation. In our

study, we used free energy decompositions, which, unlike the total

free energy changes, exhibit path dependence.33–36 Specifically, we

decompose the DDG obtained from alchemical processes in the

thermodynamic cycle using the uniform scaling approach, i.e., with

all energy terms simultaneously scaled by the same value of the cou-

pling parameter k. Boresch et al.34 argued that decomposition of the

alchemical DDG is appropriate for obtaining physical insights into

the effects of point mutations on protein–ligand binding and pro-

tein thermal stability, whereas decomposition of DDG from the

chemical steps would be appropriate for analyzing effects on reac-

tion paths for binding or folding. Expanding this analysis to our

thermodynamic cycles, we can argue that in global terms decompos-

ing the alchemical DDG for collagen complex formation is the

appropriate approach for analyzing microscopic effects on triple-he-

lix stability.33,34 Our decomposition results still exhibit local path

dependence because of our choice of uniform scaling. In terms of

theoretical properties, the uniform scaling results have the pleasing

property of symmetric distribution of nondiagonal terms.34 It might

be expected that nonuniform scaling, e.g., decoupling the switching

of electrostatic and van der Waals terms would lead to somewhat

different component values.34 With these caveats in mind, we use

the decompositions to provide helpful qualitative insights into the

forces driving changes in stability because of mutation. Finally, any

predictions based on empirical force fields are, by their nature, ap-

proximate because of limits in parameter accuracy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The molecular structures of the collagen-like peptide and its

partially solvated peptide with a water sphere are represented

schematically in Figure 1. We have carried out SBMD simula-

tions on the solvated part of the peptides for the mutations

from Gly to Asp, Cys, Glu, and Ser to investigate the stability

of the mutated collagen-like peptides relative to the wild

type. The mutations of Gly ? Asp and Gly ? Glu were used

to represent the most severe and moderate phenotypes of OI,

respectively. The Gly ? Ser and Gly ? Cys mutations were

chosen to represent mild phenotypes of the disease. The MD

simulations for the first and second Gly mutations were car-

ried out to estimate the degree of destabilizing effect from

each mutation to understand the effect on the stability of

homozygous and heterozygous mutants in collagen Type I.

Furthermore, we have also performed free energy simulations

to quantify the free energy difference between an oxidized

form and a reduced form of the mutant containing two Cys

residues.

Relative Free Energy Differences Between the Wild

Type and the Mutants (Containing Cys, Ser, Asp, and

Glu) by Single Point Mutations

Relative total free energy differences indicating the thermal

stability of the wild type and mutants containing Cys, Asp,

Glu, and Ser at position 15 in Chain A of the homotrimeric

collagen-like peptide are summarized in Table I. The calcu-

lated results (DDGTotal) indicate that the wild type is more

stable than the mutants with an Asp, a Glu, a Cys, and a Ser

residue by 8.8 6 0.5, 5.6 6 0.6, 4.2 6 0.5, and 3.8 6 0.3 kcal/

mol, respectively. The DDGTotal values follow the same trends

as the stability of mutants of collagen-like peptides with

respect to the wild type, which is closely associated with the

severity of OI from statistical analysis.

The free energy changes of the folded state (DGFold
Total) for

mutations Gly ? Ser and Gly ? Cys are 12.6 and 11.4 kcal/

mol, respectively, and the corresponding free energy changes

of the unfolded state (DGUnfold
Total ) are 8.8 and 7.2 kcal/mol.

These two mutations destabilize both the systems at the
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folded and unfolded states, but they destabilize the systems

at the folded state more than those at the unfolded state. By

way of contrast, the free energy changes for mutations Gly ?
Glu and Gly ? Asp at the folded state (DGFold

Total) are 276.8

and 295.6 kcal/mol, respectively, and the corresponding

energy changes at the unfolded state (DGUnfold
Total ) are 282.4

and 2104.4 kcal/mol, respectively. The mutations from Gly

to Glu and Asp stabilize the system at the folded and

unfolded state, but they stabilize the systems at the folded

state less than those at the unfolded state. For the Gly ? Glu

and Gly ? Asp mutations, the electrostatic energy term is

the most significant contribution to the free energy changes

both at the folded and unfolded states. The remarkably dif-

ferent contribution to the free energy change at the folded

and unfolded states between Gly ? Ser and Cys mutations

and Gly ? Glu and Asp mutations is due to unfavorable and

favorable electrostatic energy term, respectively.

The contributions of different terms in potential energy

function and different structural groups are shown in the

Supporting Material (Table S1). The self and interaction

energy terms based on Eq. (2) have been also evaluated and

are given in Table S1. Each contribution is separated into

covalent, electrostatic, and van der Waals terms defined in

the CHARMM potential energy function. The net effects

(DDGTotal) for all the systems are to destabilize mutants rela-

tive to the wild type. The most dominant unfavorable contri-

butions to the mutants come from van der Waals interaction

terms, which mainly determine the stability of all the

mutants with respect to the wild type. The unfavorable cova-

lent interaction energy terms for the mutants containing Ser,

Cys, Glu, and Asp are 1.2, 1.9, 4.1, and 5.3 kcal/mol, respec-

tively. These values indicate the extent of destabilizing effect

of the mutants with respect to the wild type by single muta-

tions. The mutant with Asp is the most unstable, and the

mutant bearing Ser is the least unstable among the four var-

iants. For the mutant with Glu, the van der Waals term is an

even more unfavorable term than its covalent term, and is

the most unfavorable contribution compared with the terms

in the other mutants. However, the Glu mutant is more sta-

ble than the Asp one because of the favorable electrostatic

contribution to the Glu-containing system.

We estimated average backbone dihedral angles from the

trajectories of forward and reverse direction for the first sin-

gle point mutations in Table II. The dihedral angle means

and standard deviations surrounding the mutation site (resi-

due 14, 15, and 16) were calculated for all u and w values.

The average values of u at the mutation site for all the muta-

tions were in the range of 2728 to 2808 and were similar

values to the typical u 5 278837 found in polyproline II hel-

ices. However, the dihedral angle w values at the mutation

sites for the mutations from Gly to Asp and Glu were

2138.88 and 2143.88, respectively, which are significantly

different from the typical w value (1498) of polyproline II.37

The variation of u and w along the peptide chain for Gly ?
Xaa mutations shows that torsion angles of all three chains

are similar except the mutation sites on Chain A in the first

mutations of Gly ? Glu and Gly ? Asp, where the helix of

the chain containing the mutated residue unwinds locally

(Table II). Only two residues in mutants containing Glu and

Asp residue remarkably deviate from the typical angles for u
(2788) and w (1498) in polyproline II, whereas most of the

torsion angles remain unchanged.37 These dihedral angle

deviations during the simulation for the Gly ? Asp and Gly

Table I Contributions to Free Energy Differences (DDG) for Gly
? Xaa Mutations in the Collagen-Like Peptides (Xaa: Cys, Asp,

Glu, and Ser) (Unit: kcal/mol)

Xaa Ser Cys Glu Asp

DDGTotal 3.8 4.2 5.6 8.8

DDGElec 20.2 0.0 26.5 20.5

DDGvdW 2.8 2.3 4.7 4.0

DDGCov 1.2 1.9 4.1 5.3

Folded state

DGFold
Total 12.6 11.4 276.8 295.6

DGFold
Elec 1.5 2.7 2104.3 2118.0

DGFold
vdW 2.9 20.5 7.0 8.2

DGFold
Cov 8.1 9.2 20.5 14.2

Unfolded state

DGUnfold
Total 8.8 7.2 282.4 2104.4

DGUnfold
Elec 1.7 2.7 2101.1 2117.5

DGUnfold
vdW 0.1 22.9 2.3 4.2

DGUnfold
Cov 6.9 7.4 16.4 8.9

Average values of forward and reverse calculations. Statistical errors of

DDGTotal for mutants containing a Ser, a Cys, a Glu, or an Asp relative to the

wild type are 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.5 kcal/mol, respectively.

Table II Average Values of Peptide Dihedral Angles (u and w) of

Residues 14, 15, and 16 in Chain A from the Trajectories with k

5 0.9 for the First Gly ? Xaa Mutations (Xaa: Cys, Asp, Glu, and

Ser) (Average 6 SD; Unit: Degrees)

Xaa Cys Asp Glu Ser

u
Hyp 14 264.8 6 10.0 260.1 6 8.5 260.6 6 9.0 264.76 9.9

Gly 15 279.7 6 14.9 280.3 6 9.0 277.8 6 9.2 271.86 12.8

Pro 16 255.1 6 12.2 271.8 6 13.3 270.8 6 12.1 256.36 12.2

w
Hyp 14 141.9 6 21.6 129.16 8.6 129.8 6 8.2 141.96 16.9

Gly 15 140.6 6 8.1 2138.86 16.2 2143.8 6 19.6 142.76 8.7

Pro 16 155.7 6 24.1 150.7610.7 152.1 6 16.4 157.36 26.3
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? Glu mutations indicate introduction of significant struc-

tural deformations from the initial minimized structure used

in the MD simulations (Figure 4). In general, the values of

the torsion angles do not deviate significantly from those

starting structures. In the crystal structure of the Ala-con-

taining mutant of collagen-like peptide, only five residues in

the substitution zone of the peptide exhibited significantly

deviated torsion angles.24

We calculated the root mean square deviation by fitting the

solvated backbone atoms of the average structure from the tra-

jectories (k 5 0.9) of each mutation to a minimized structure

during the SBMD simulations. The root mean square devia-

tion of the solvated backbone atoms for Gly? Ser and Gly?
Cys mutations is 0.6 Å and that of Gly ? Asp and Gly ? Glu

mutation is 0.8 and 0.7 Å, respectively. The structural changes

of the collagen-like peptide generated by the Gly? Xaa muta-

tions are small. The structural deformations estimated from

dihedral angle analysis of the Gly ? Asp and Gly ? Glu

mutations seem to be related to decreasing the stability of the

collagen-like peptide mutants containing Asp and Glu, leading

to OI. The subtle structural change of the Gly substitutions

would provide structural effect of Gly mutations in collagen as

seen in the crystal structure of the Ala-containing mutant of

the collagen model peptide.24 This small structural change

would cause pathological states in fibril collagens.38 However,

although the local structural deviation is small, the untwisting

of the triple helix may cause spatial rearragement between the

three helical chains, contributing to the long-range effects

observed in Gly substitution.39,40

Interaction energies between the side chain of the residue

Xaa 15 and the Ha’s of Gly 15 on the other two chains were

calculated for all the first Gly ? Xaa mutations in Table III.

The interaction energy differences between Ha’s of Gly 15 on

Chains B and C relative to the side chain of the mutation site

on Chain A are �1 kcal/mol for Gly ? Ser and Gly ? Cys

mutations and �3 kcal/mol for Gly ? Glu and Gly ? Asp

mutations. These interaction energies from Gly 15 on Chains

B and C are due mainly to electrostatic energies rather than

van der Waals terms for all the mutations. The interaction

energy from the Gly 15 on Chains B and C stabilizes the

mutants, although the net effect (DDGTotal) destabilizes the

mutant relative to the wild type. The different magnitudes of

the interaction energies between the Gly 15 on the different

chains and the mutation site indicate that the chemical envi-

ronments of each Gly 15 on Chains B and C are different for

all four mutations even if the mutations are at the same posi-

tion in homotrimeric peptides. Thus, the simulations of the

second Gly ? Xaa mutations were carried out in two differ-

ent positions on Chains B and C.

The total free energy change differences for the second

Gly ? Xaa mutations were calculated at position 15 on two

different chains (Chains B and C) and are shown in Table IV.

The average values of total free energy changes of the muta-

tions on two different sites follow the same trend of destabi-

lizing effects on the stability of the mutants of the collagen-

like peptides shown in the first Gly mutations (Figure 5).

However, the magnitude of destabilizing effect on the

mutated collagen-like peptides by the second Gly mutations

is smaller than that by the first Gly mutations. The corre-

sponding free energy differences of a second Gly mutation at

position 15 in different chains were, on average, 1.3, 1.5, 2.9,

and 5.4 kcal/mol, respectively. The relative stability of the

collagen-like peptides with second mutations calculated by

MD simulations was qualitatively consistent with severity of

OI for the mutants. The statistical percent OI lethalities of

Ser, Cys, Glu, and Asp mutations for Gly are 30, 39, 50, and

68%, respectively,14 showing the same trend as our simula-

tion results of stability of the mutants with respect to the

wild type. Our simulation results have shown that, for the

first and second Gly mutations, the Gly ? Ser and Gly ?
Cys mutations destabilize the collagen-like peptide systems at

the folded and unfolded states, but destabilize the peptides at

the folded state more than those at the unfolded state. How-

ever, the Gly ? Glu and Gly ? Asp mutations stabilize the

peptide systems at the unfolded and folded states, but stabi-

Table III Contributions of Interaction Energy of Ha’s of Gly 15

on Chain B and Chain C with Respect to the Mutation Site to the

Free Energy Differences Between Wild Type and Mutants (Gly?
Xaa; Xaa: Cys, Asp, Glu, and Ser) (Unit: kcal/mol)

Xaa Chain B Chain C

Ser 20.5 21.3

Cys 20.5 21.2

Glu 22.3 24.8

Asp 22.9 26.2

Statistical errors for all the mutations were within 0.3 kcal/mol.

FIGURE 4 Overlay of the backbone atoms between a minimized

initial structure (blue) and average structures from the trajectories

(k 5 0.9) of each mutation. Yellow, Gly ? Ser mutation; green, Gly

? Cys mutation; pink, Gly ? Glu mutation; red: Gly ? Asp muta-

tion. The figure was prepared using the VMD program.36
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lize the systems at the unfolded state more than those at the

folded state (Tables I and IV). The contributions to DDG are

decomposed into their individual potential energy terms and

are presented in Table S2 (Supporting Information). For the

second Gly mutations to Cys, all the energy terms (covalent,

electrostatic, and van der Waals) contributing to DDGTotal at

both mutations in Chains B and C stabilize the wild type.

The difference of total free energy changes for the second

mutations Gly ? Asp and Gly ? Glu is mainly from the

electrostatic interaction term. The van der Waals term stabil-

izes the mutant in Chain B but destabilizes it in Chain C.

The difference of the overall free energy change for mutation

Gly ? Ser comes from the electrostatic interaction energy

term. Noncovalent interaction energy terms for all the sec-

ond mutations determine the differences of the total free

energy changes in Chains B and C.

Electrostatic terms in all the mutations at the folded and

unfolded states make much larger contributions to free

energy changes of the mutations than van der Waals and

covalent terms. Although these significant contributions to

free energy changes from electrostatic terms at the folded

state are mostly canceled out by those at the unfolded state,

the stabilizing and destabilizing effects of electrostatic terms

are the most crucial to determine the relative thermal stabil-

ity of the mutants with respect to the wild type. The side

chains of Glu and Asp can make good hydrogen bonds with

solvent, which provides these side chains with favorable elec-

trostatic term at both the folded and unfolded state. More-

over, this favorable electrostatic term is larger at the unfolded

state than at the folded state. The bulky side chains of Glu

and Asp caused dihedral angle deformations at the mutation

site of the peptide backbones at the folded state during the

simulation (Table II), which could cause the mutants to

become less stabilized relative to the wild type.

MD simulation on the fully solvated collagen for the G ?
A mutation was previously carried out to estimate stability of

the mutant relative to the wild type.17 Their estimated free

energy difference between the mutant containing three Ala

residues and the wild type was 10.8 6 3.0 kcal/mol,17 which

was consistent with the experimental value of 11.9 kcal/

mol.24 The simulated DDGTotal values of the first and second

Table IV Total Free Energy Change Differences (DDG) for Sec-
ond Gly Mutations at Two Different Chains for the Gly ? Xaa

Mutations in the Collagen-Like Peptide (Xaa: Cys, Asp, Glu, and

Ser) (Unit: kcal/mol)

Xaa Ser Cys Glu Asp

A:B—the first mutation on chain A and the second mutation on

chain B

DDGTotal 0.9 0.7 4.3 3.4

DDGElec 21.2 0.5 4.8 4.1

DDGvdW 1.9 0.1 20.7 21.9

DDGCov 0.2 0.2 0.1 1.3

Folded state

DGFold
Total 9.6 7.8 278.1 2101.0

DGFold
Elec 0.6 3.2 296.2 2113.4

DGFold
vdW 2.0 22.8 1.6 2.2

DGFold
Cov 7.1 7.5 16.6 10.2

Unfolded state

DGUnfold
Total 8.8 7.2 282.4 2104.4

DGUnfold
Elec 1.7 2.7 2101.1 2117.5

DGUnfold
vdW 0.1 22.9 2.3 4.2

DGUnfold
Cov 6.9 7.4 16.4 8.9

A:C—the first mutation on chain A and the second mutation on

chain C

DDGTotal 1.5 2.3 1.4 7.3

DDGElec 0.2 0.6 0.5 3.0

DDGvdW 1.2 0.1 20.1 1.4

DDGCov 0.1 1.6 1.1 2.9

Folded state

DGFold
Total 10.3 9.5 281.0 297.1

DGFold
Elec 1.9 3.3 2100.6 2114.5

DGFold
vdW 1.3 22.8 2.1 5.6

DGFold
Cov 7.1 9.0 17.5 11.8

Unfolded state

DGUnfold
Total 8.8 7.2 282.4 2104.4

DGUnfold
Elec 1.7 2.7 2101.1 2117.5

DGUnfold
vdW 0.1 22.9 2.3 4.2

DGUnfold
Cov 6.9 7.4 16.4 8.9

Average values of forward and reverse calculations. Statistical errors of

DDGTotal for all second Gly mutations on Chains B and C are approximately

0.5 kcal/mol.

FIGURE 5 Comparison of contributions to the free energy differ-

ences (kcal/mol) for the Gly ? Xaa mutations (Xaa: Ser, Cys, Glu,

and Asp) with the severity of OI. First Gly ? Xaa mutations (white)

and average values of two second Gly ? Xaa mutations (black). A

mutant containing two Cys residues is a reduced form.
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G ? A mutations from the fully solvated system were 6.36 6

1.54 and 3.84 6 2.14 kcal/mol, respectively.17 To validate our

partially solvated collagen-like peptide model, we also carried

out free energy simulations for the G ? A mutation using

the same simulation method as previously described. The

DDGTotal value of the first G ? A mutation from our simula-

tions is 5.07 6 0.60 kcal/mol (DGFold 2 DGUnfold 5 10.42 2

5.35), and the average value of the second mutation on

Chains B and C is 1.62 6 0.50 kcal/mol (DGFold 2 DGUnfold

5 6.97 2 5.35). Our simulation results are consistent with

the corresponding simulation values from the previous fully

solvated system. Our free energy change differences consist-

ent with the corresponding previous results with fully sol-

vated system indicated that our partially solvated peptide

system is valid to estimate stability between the wild type

and mutants of the collagen model.

All mutations described so far were performed for residues

on Chain A on the triple helix. To estimate the influence of this

choice on the calculated free energies, we also carried out free

energy simulations for the mutation from Gly to Ser in Chains

B and C. The results indicate that the free energy changes for

first and second G ? S mutations are similar for Gly residues

located in all three chains (Table S3, Supporting Information).

Free Energy Difference Between a Reduced Form and

an Oxidized Form of a Mutant Containing Two Cys

Residues

The mutants of the model peptide containing two Cys resi-

dues at position 15 could possibly exist as an oxidized or a

reduced form. To estimate the relative free energy difference

between the oxidized and reduced form of the mutant, free

energy simulations were carried out using the same SBMD

approach with the thermodynamic integration method. Fur-

thermore, because of the different chemical environment of

Cys at position 15 on Chains B and C shown in Table III, we

also calculated the free energy difference for mutants con-

taining a disulfide bond between Chains A and B, as well as

between Chains A and C with respect to the corresponding

reduced forms. Calculated free energy differences between

the oxidized and reduced forms for the two mutants are

shown in Table V. The free energy changes for the mutation

from the oxidized to the reduced form (CysOxi ? CysRed) are

7.0 and 8.9 kcal/mol for the mutants containing a disulfide

bond between Chains A and B (A:B) and Chains A and C

(A:C), respectively, for the folded state. The corresponding

free energy change is 6.21 kcal/mol for the unfolded state.

The mutation CysOxi ? CysRed destabilizes both the folded

and unfolded states, but it destabilizes the former system

more than the latter. The difference in the free energy in aque-

ous solution between the oxidized and reduced forms is

calculated to be DDG 5 DGFold
Total 2 DGUnfold

Total 5 0.8 6 0.4 kcal/

mol for A:B and 2.7 6 0.4 kcal/mol for A:C. As expected, the

mutants containing a disulfide bond between Chains A and B

and between Chains A and C are more stable than the corre-

sponding reduced forms by 0.8 and 2.7 kcal/mol, respectively.

Because the covalent term stabilizes the system at the

unfolded state more than both mutants at the folded state,

the most dominant favorable contribution to DDGTotal for

stabilizing the oxidized form is from the covalent term for

both the mutants having a disulfide bond (between Chains A

and B, 2.8 kcal/mol and between Chains A and C, 3.1 kcal/

mol). However, the electrostatic term destabilizes the system

at the folded and unfolded state, with a stronger effect in the

latter state. The net effect from the electrostatic term stabilizes

the reduced mutants relative to the oxidized mutants. The

interaction energy terms for both cases contribute to the

DDGTotal more significantly than self terms (Table S4, Sup-

porting Information). Electrostatic and van der Waals energy

terms stabilize the reduced forms, but the covalent term sta-

bilizes the oxidized form. However, because the covalent

interaction energy terms are more significant than the nonco-

valent interaction energy terms, the overall contribution of

interaction energy terms to stability is more favorable to the

oxidized forms than to the reduced forms. The relative stabil-

ity of the mutants containing one Cys or two (oxidized or

reduced) Cys residues relative to the wild type is shown in

Table V Contributions to (DDG) for X 5COxi ? CRed in the

Collagen-Like Peptides (Unit: kcal/mol)

Xaa A:Ba A:Cb

DDGTotal 0.8 2.7

DDGElec 21.2 21.0

DDGvdW 20.8 0.6

DDGCov 2.8 3.1

Folded state

DGFold
Total 7.0 8.9

DGFold
Elec 8.0 8.2

DGFold
vdW 0.8 2.2

DGFold
Cov 21.8 21.5

Unfolded state

DGUnfold
Total 6.2

DGUnfold
Elec 9.2

DGUnfold
vdW 1.6

DGUnfold
Cov 24.6

Average values of forward and reverse calculations. Statistical errors of DDGTotal

for all the mutations from a reduced to an oxidized form are about 0.4 kcal/mol.
a A:B means an oxidized mutant containing a disulfide bond between

Chains A and B.
b A:C means an oxidized mutant containing a disulfide bond between

Chains A and C.
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Figure 6. The wild type is more stable than the mutants con-

taining a disulfide bond by approximately 4 kcal/mol and

than the mutant containing a Cys residue at position 15 on

Chains B and C by 4.9 and 6.5 kcal/mol, respectively. The mu-

tant with a disulfide bond is more stable than the mutant

containing one Cys residue but less stable than the wild type

(Figure 6).

For the mutants containing two Cys residues, both oxi-

dized forms of the mutants were more stable than the

reduced forms by 0.8 and 2.7 kcal/mol for the disulfide bond

between Chains A and B and Chains A and C, respectively.

The main contributions to these free energy change differen-

ces (DDGTotal) are from electrostatic and covalent terms in

both mutants. In the CysOxi ? CysRed mutations, the electro-

static term destabilizes the peptides at the folded and

unfolded states, but it disfavors the systems at the unfolded

state more than those at the folded state. On the contrary,

the covalent term stabilizes the mutants at the folded and

unfolded states, but it favors the system at the unfolded state

more than that at the folded state. The relative free energy

differences of DDG(oxi ? red) for both mutations are simi-

lar to the values experimentally obtained from T4 lysozyme

cross-linked by a disulfide bond.41 The T4 lysozyme was

engineered to generate five different mutants containing a

disulfide bond, which provided the enzyme with increased

stability.41,42 The five mutated T4 lysozymes bearing a disul-

fide bond were more stable than the reduced protein by 0.8–

2.8 kcal/mol.41 The different values of DDGTotal(oxi ? red)

of the mutated T4 lysozymes were influenced by location of

the disulfide bond and protein flexibility. These results indi-

cated that stabilization of the protein by the effect of the

cross-link on the entropy of the unfolded polypeptide was

offset by the strain energy from formation of the disulfide

bond in the folded protein.41 Our calculated values of

DDGTotal(oxi ? red) of the mutants containing two Cys resi-

dues are similar to the experimental values (DDGTotal(oxi ?
red)) from T4 lysozymes cross-linked by a disulfide bond.41

Beck et al.18 studied the relative stability of residues

replacing Gly in the host–guest peptide composed of the

repeating units of (Gly-Pro-Hyp) to isolate the influence of

Gly mutations on the helix disruption in a constant and ho-

mogenous environment. Their results demonstrated that the

order of disruption in the seven Gly ? Xaa peptides (Xaa:

Ala, Cys, Ser, Val, Arg, Glu, and Asp) correlated with the

identity of the residue replacing Gly in the OI. Their experi-

mental thermodynamic analysis suggested that the decrease

in stability of the peptides results from entropic destabiliza-

tion.18 The relative clinical severity was consistent with the

order of disruption of different residues in their peptide.13

Relative stability of normal collagen Type I and its mutants

containing one or two a1(I) chains that had a Cys residue

within the triple-helix has been investigated with skin fibro-

blasts grown from three patients with OI.43 This study

showed that the collagen mutants with two Cys residues

formed intra- and intermolecular disulfide bonds. Although

direct thermal measurements on OI collagens may be com-

plicated by heterogeneity of the molecule population and the

use of digestive enzymes to measure thermal stability, the

thermal stability from all three patients having Cys-contain-

ing collagen mutants indicated that the mutant containing

disulfide bonds is thermally more stable than the mutant

containing one Cys residue but less stable than a wild type.

This relative stability of the normal and mutated collagens is

consistent with our simulated relative stability of the colla-

gen-like peptides.

The mutated collagens containing two mutated residues

are energetically less stable than the mutated collagens bear-

ing one mutated residue for mutations of Gly to Asp, Glu,

and Ser but not for mutation of Gly to Cys because of the

formation of a disulfide bond in the mutants containing two

Cys residues. Thus, comparison of the overall relative free

energy difference of the Gly ? Xaa mutations studied in this

work indicates that the order of destabilizing effect can be

represented as Cysoxi \ Ser \ Cysred \ Glu \ Asp. This

FIGURE 6 Relative free energy differences of the wild type and

mutants containing one Cys and two oxidized and reduced Cys resi-

dues of the collagen-like peptides. Chain A:B means the oxidized mu-

tant bearing a disulfide bond between Chains A and B (unit: kcal/

mol). WT, wild type; Mut(I), mutant containing a Cys residue on

Chain A; Mut(II), mutant containing two Cys residues (reduced) on

Chains A and B; Mut(II0), mutant containing two Cys residues

(reduced) on Chains A and C; Mut(III), mutant containing a disul-

fide bond between Chains A and B; Mut(III0), mutant containing a

disulfide bond between Chains A and C; first mutation, WT ?
Mut(I) (solid line); second mutation, Mut(I) ? Mut(II) and Mut(I0)
? Mut(II0) (sparsely dotted line); and disulfide bond formation,

Mut(II)?Mut(III) and Mut(II0)?Mut(III0) (dotted line).
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order of disruptive effect of the residue mutated for Gly fol-

lows the order of observed severity of OI from statistical

analysis. The free energy change differences provide a basis at

the atomic level for estimating other factors such as the

amino acid sequence environment adjacent to the mutation

site or the location of the mutation site within the collagen

chain, in determining the clinical severity of OI phenotypes.

The Buehler group44,45 has assessed the effect of Gly

mutations related to OI on the molecular, intermolecular,

and collagen fibril mechanical properties. OI mutations have

been known to affect the mechanical properties of collage-

nous tissues. The authors estimated the Young’s modulus

(used to characterize the stiffness of the materials) by way of

expressing the peptide’s stiffness as two functions of the hy-

dropathy and the residue volume. The Young’s modulus of

the reference peptide and its Gly mutants were determined to

be 3.96 6 0.21 GPa46,47 and 3.37 6 0.32 � 3.78 6 0.29

GPa,44 respectively. They also carried out steered MD simula-

tions to understand the effect of locally softened domains on

the structural behavior of the tropocollagen models com-

posed of [(GPO)5-(XPO)-(GPO)4)]3 (X 5 Ala, Ser, Cys, Arg,

Val, Glu, and Asp) with protonated N-terminals and depro-

tonated C-terminals in explicit water44 using the GROMACS

program and GROMOS96 43a1 force field.48,49 They found

that mutations showing more severe phenotypes were related

to softer tropocollagen mechanical properties, which was

confirmed by a linear curve fit to the Young’s modulus results

over the severity of OI single mutations.44 The Poisson–

Boltzmann method was used to obtain estimates of the inter-

molecular interaction energies in aqueous solvent.45 At this

intermolecular level, OI mutations caused a weakening of

intermolecular adhesion, increase in intermolecular equilib-

rium spacing, and reduction in likelihood of cross-link

formation.45 Coarse-grained mesoscale MD simulations of

collagen fibrils were carried out to investigate reduction of

stiffness caused by OI. At this collagen fibril level, the muta-

tions caused reduction in strength of more than 50% and

35% in a cross-linked and a cross-linked free fibril, respec-

tively, compared with a wild type and a formation of local-

ized stress concentration leading to early material failure.45

The stability of the collagen helix provided by the repeat-

ing sequence of Gly, Pro, and Hyp residues is reduced by sin-

gle point mutations of Gly by a charged, polar, or hydropho-

bic residue. Our simulated results indicated that mutants

containing an Asp or a Glu are less stable than the mutants

containing a Ser or a Cys, which are less stable than the wild

type. Replacing Gly by large and charged side chains tended

to yield largest decreases in the stability of the collagen. Fur-

thermore, structurally, the triple helix is more distorted by

larger and charged side chains of Glu and Asp. The loss of

hydrophobic stabilization of the triple helix affects the

kinetics of the folding. The folding rate of the mutants is

slower than that of the wild type.50 The reduced folding rate

of the triple helix is related to the OI. The extent of the defec-

tive folding or altered folding mechanism associated with the

decreased stability of the mutated collagens may determine

the degree of clinical severity of the OI. Our results showed

that depending on the identity of the residue replacing Gly,

mutated collagens exhibit a small decrease in stability or

show local conformational perturbation at an atomistic level.

The slight changes are also associated with local mechanical

properties of single tropocllagen molecules.44 The most

unstable collagen mutant containing an Asp has the most

soft mechanical property among the four mutants studied.

According to previous work, the mutated collagen molecules

may be incorporated into fibrils with normal molecules, but

these mixed fibrils are not mineralized in bone in a normal

way.51,52

CONCLUSIONS
Free energy simulations of a collagen-like peptide for the

mutations from Gly to Ser, Cys, Glu, and Asp have been car-

ried out to investigate the effect of the single mutated residue

on the stability of the collagen, leading to OI. The calculated

free energy changes agree with the trend in severity of OI

from statistical analysis in collagen Type I. Of the four muta-

tions, the most disruptive residue such as Asp not only is

consistent with the most severe clinical symptom, but also

has most soft mechanical property. The relative free energy

change differences are also consistent with the clinical lethal-

ity of OI from collagen Gly mutations. Furthermore, free

energy changes between an oxidized and a reduced form of

the mutant containing two Cys residues demonstrate that the

mutant containing a disulfide bond is more stable than the

mutant containing one Cys residue but less stable than the

wild type. This calculated result implies that the oxidized

form is mostly found in the mutant having two Cys residues

rather than the reduced form because of more stable oxidized

form of the mutant. This result is consistent with clinical

experimental results with three patients demonstrating the

existence of intra- or intermolecular disulfide bond and the

stability of mutants with a single mutated Cys residue and

two reduced and oxidized Cys residues relative to the wild

type. The free energy differences between the oxidized and

the reduced form of the Cys-containing mutant are 0.8 and

2.7 kcal/mol, respectively, for the mutants containing the di-

sulfide bonds between Chains A and B and between Chains A

and C. This work will improve our ability to predict the

effect on the stability of mutated collagens relative to a wild
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type and to understand and analyze the clinical severity of OI

and collagen-related diseases because of a single point muta-

tion or by disulfide bond formation.
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